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GOVERNMENT WATCHDO GS F1ND THAT 21,000
PEOPLE WERE MISTAKENLY LET INTO THE U.S.
LAST YEAR DUE TO.SECURITY LAPSES, CNN SAID.

NANO TECHNOLOGY APPEALS TO STUDENTS
USING A PIMPED Ot.rr VAN - ·f fi-TECH STYLE.

YOUNG COUPLES LOOK BEYOND 'ENGAGED
AND UNDERAGE' LABEL AND FOCUS ON THE
IMPORTANCE OF STRONG RELATIONSHIPS.
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Bush Administration 'Reviewing' Aid to Pakistan
BY MARK SILVA
Chicago Tribune (MCT)
WASHINGTON
In
light of the state of emergency
declared by Pakistlll'l's embattled
president, Pervez Musharraf, the
~ush administration said f3unday
it is "reviewing" the billions of
dollars in aid the U.S. provides
to his nuclear powered nation in
the heart of a terrorist-threatened
region.
But despite Musharraf's
crackdown on opposition leaders
an'8 likely delay of elections, critics say \>Vashington's hands may
well be tied for lack of another re-

alistic option for trying to protect
U.S. interests in Pakisl:an.
Much of the alliance
that President Bush has forged
with Musharraf -- including delivery of $ 11 biilion in U.S. aid
to Islamabad since 2001 -- has
' centered on a mutual interest in
hunting down terrorists as well as
keeping Pakistan's nuclear arsenal
out of the hands of Islamic extremists.
Yet now, experts say
Musharraf's
much-questioned
ability to pursue any offensive
against terrorists could be even
more limited. And 'vith Musharraf locking down his capital,

firing the chief justice and placing supreme court justices under
house arrest, the Bush administration comes face to face with the
conflict between its own policy of
promoting democracy in troub~ed
regions of the world and its reliance on M usharraf to maintain
control of a potentially volatile
nation.
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice insisted Sunday
that the U.S. has not "put all its
chips" on Musharraf, who is also
the army chief of staff and first
seized power in a military coup
in 1999. She announced that the
U.S. will be reviewing but not nee-

essarily suspending all of the aid C BS' ''Face the Nation," called the
it provides to Pakistan because of U.S.-Pakistani alliance "the most
the state of emergency declared dangerous and complex relationSaturday night.
ship that we have.... Right now,
Yet critics of adminis- they have their nuclear weapons
tration forcign ·policy say Bush's · and the delivery systems ... their
partnership ,vjth Musharraf is the missiles . .. in separate places ...
sole' element of U.S. policy toward and guarded by the military. The
Pakistan.
bottom line is, at the end of the
"This
administration day, if radicals and Islamists conhas a M usharraf policy, not a trol that country, they are going
Pakistani policy," Sen. Joseph to marry those nvo things ... the
Biden, D-Del., chairman of the weapons and the ability to deliver
Senate Foreign Relations Co.m- them."
mittee, said Sunday. ''It's tied
Biden also was among
to Musharraf, and its hands are a number of critics calling into
pretty well tied now. "
question Sunday how effectively
Biden, appeanng on Musharraf has spent the billions

of dollars the U.S. has given to his
country in military aid. Many in
Washington have criticized him
for not doing enough to combat
terrorist groups along his border
with Afghanistan.
Rice said Sunday that
"We've been very clear that we
don't support tf1e action that was
taken because it was extra-constitutional. We've concentrated
in the last few hours, since the
declaration .. . making very clear
our expectations that this state
of emergency needs to be abandoned and return to a constitu-

>See PAKISTAN, Page 3

The Hill Com·es to Howard
BY JADA SMITH
Staff Writer
T hree organizations came together last night to rekindle what they
hope \viii be a closer connection bel\veen H oward University and Capitol
Hill.
Alpha chapter, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., Alpha chapter, Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. and the H oward
University College Democrats held
''From HBCU to the Hill" 'vith Congressman HankJohnson as the keynote
speaker.
Johnson, member of the House
of Representatives representing the 4th
congressional district in Georgia, stood
in Congressman Kendrick Meek's place
and spoke about returning a favor he
received while he attended an HBCU

and was in the same position as the audience.
"My goal for tonight is to inspire
the young people to be the best at what
they chose to be and to maintain an idealistic, youthful spirit no matter how old
they become and to make a positive difference in the world," Johnson said.
Henry "Hank"Johnson was elected to be part of ~e 110~' Congress in
the election that led to Democrats 'vinning control
tlie 'House and electing
the first female Speaker of the House.
He has recently been appointed to the
Armed Services, Judiciary and Small
Business committees. Johnson also employs one of the only black Chiefs of
Staff on the Hill.
As a D.C. native, a graduate of
Roosevelt High School and an alumnus
of l\vo Historically Black Colleges and

or

Universities (HBCU) - Clark Atlanta
University for his undergraduate degree and Texas Southern University for
law school - J ohnson stressed the importance of coming back to HBCUs to
motivate young people in the same way
he was motivated while in school.
"I remember a senator coming to
speak to us in one of my classes while at
Clark College which gave me someone
to look up to," Johnson said. " It's wonderful to see so mnny young people here
today and in the political process. O ur
future looks bright when young people
are in touch and in tune 'vith the political system. I have very high hopes for
the youth of this country."
Paris \Valker, the vice president
of the HU College Democrats and

> See POUTICIANS, Page 3
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The convention center is being renamed after Walter E. Washington for his service to the city.

ConventionCenter Renamed
Alter Fortner D.C. Mavor
BY RACHEL HUGGINS
_ Metro Editor

Tyrone Clemons •Slaf Phologfll'he<

Three organizations on Howard's campus hosted a program on black students becoming more politically aware. The keynote speaker
for .t he event was Congressman Hank Johnson.
·

Serving as D.C.'s first mayor, Walter E. Washington is a figure remembered
for his love for the city and its citiiens. On
Tuesday, D.C. citizens, Mayor Adrian Fenty and city officials gathered at the Washington Convention Center in a dedication
ceremony where the building was renamed
in Washington's honor.
"He cared deeply for the city and the
people that lived there," said Washington's
'vido'v, Mary Burke \Vashington.
Appointed Mayor-Commissioner in
1967 by former President Lyndon Johnson,
Washington was not only the first mayor of
D.C., but became the first African American to lead a major city. "His personality
really helped him cope because he knew
he had to succeed, and he had tremendous

gu idance because he had no one to follow,"
Washington said.
In regards to her husband's tremendous leadership and high expectations, she
recalled his strength during a dinner in his
honor at the convention center in 2003.
In his last public appearance before
dying from heart and kidney failure on
Oct. 27, 2003, \Vashington suffered from
painful gallstones during the dinner, but
endured his pain for the public. "I don't
know how he made it through because he
was in agony, but he had to go and didn't
want to let the people down," she said.
During Washington's mayoral appointment., he accomplished several significant achievements. He became a key
figure in the Civil Rights Movement where
he helped disband racial tensions after the

> See WASHINGTO N, Page 3

·L ecture Series Add~esses Racial Disparities Within Educatio.n
BY TRAVER RIGGINS
Campus Editor

•

' I

In times of continuous struggle
to close the educational gap between
blacks and whites, the School of Education will bring topic expert sociologist
Pedro Noguera, Ph.D. to shed light on
the subject at the 28" Annual Charles
H. Thompson Lecture-Colloquium Senes.
Aaron B. Stills. Ph.D. is the chair
of the lecture series and said that according to research, African An1ericans,
particularly African-American males,
score lower that their white counterparts on standardized tests.
"One problem would be the test

L

because they are not expected to do
well."
Considering Howard's position
in the black community as a prominent historically black university, Stills
said having an expert speak on campus
could help spark thought in the university communit)~
"He will provide his own research
as well as the research of others; and
then of course, the audience can also
draw some conclusions based on his
prescnt.1tion," Stills said.
Nobrucra is a professor at the
Steinhardt ~chool of Culture, Education and Human Development at New
York University (NYU), according to
the NYU Web site. His research, both

INDEX

\:

itself, that the test is biased," he said.
Standardized tests can target specific
cultures and demographics more than
others.
Stills said an example would be to
ask a black child about George Washington, a white man and the first United States president, instead of George
\ Vashington Carver, a black agronomist
and inventor renowned for his work
with peanuts.
"Number two has a lot to do with
no expectations that many teachers
ha\'e of African-American children,''
Stills said, "and from a psrchulogical
standpoint, Afiican Americans have
been beat down about test taking that,
psychologically, they may not do well

individual and collaborative, focuses
on how schools arc influenced by Rocial
and economic conditions in an urban
setting, according to the Web site.
He serves as the executive director
of the l\1etropolitan Center for Urban
Education and the co-director of the
Institute for the study of Globalization
and Education in l\fctropolitan Settings
- both are NYU organizations focused
on education.
The series, known for attracting
notable figures in the education world, is
the namesake of Charles H. Thompson
who once served as the dean of what
was once the H oward Graduate School.
As a prominent authority in education,
he se1ved for 31 years as the first editor

of the Journal of Negro Education, according its \Vcb site.
He worked at Howard \\ith
Mordecai \VyattJohnson, who was the
university's first black president. He
also worked with NAACP Chief Counsel and dean of the law school Charles
Hamilton Houston.
''Thompson saw to it that the
Journal became a vehicle for documenting and promoting the desegregation efforts spearheaded by the NAACP
and other civil rights organizations,"
according to the journal's \Veb site.
The site said articles and information published in the journal under
Thompson was used to argue Brown v.
Board of Education.
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Nano Van Takes the Brakes

Off Technology
•

BY SHIVONNE FOSTER
Staff Writer

mercial items like suntan lotion, cosmetics, protective coatings and stain resistant
clothing.
A vehicle re~embling a mobile
"Nano material that resists
home stationed outside of Bl~ckburn water and stains is just the tip of the iceserved as a "functional lab" equipped berg," Rose said.
with a probe station, atomic microscope
This technology is highly multiand th·~rmal evaporator at the two-day disciplinary and draws from a range of
Inaugural Nanotechnology Symposium.
fields including, applied physics, interface
"It's a useful educational tool and colloid science, mechanical engineerfor all levels," said Dr. Peizhen Zhou, a ing and electrical engineering.
research associate at the Howard Nano"Nanotechnology is useful for
scale and Engineering Facility. '~d it's biology and medications," Zhou said.
iinportant to let people know what this
There is speculation concerning
technology is and its functions."
what new science and teclmology may reThe mobile . "functional lab" sult from this area of research.
included in the symposium, which ends
The symposium brings attentoda}, wa~ equipped with several devices tion to the most recent advancements
commonly found in scientific labs from in nanotechnology and promotes a remicroscopes that magnify atoms 600 and lationsh ip between a diverse group of
l million times to a hyper filter clean researchers from academia, government
room for necessary sterilization.
and the science and technology industry.
\\lilliam Rose, a material sciThe event, held in partnership
ence Ph.D. candidate, explained that with the W.M. Keck Foundation and the
nanotechnology is, "600 times thinner National Nanoteclmology Infrastructhan your hair" and involves working at• ture Network (NNIN), may also include
the level of atoms. It has enabled many nanotechnology research findings and a
technology advancements that the gen- discussion concerning nanotechnology
eral public benefits from.
research at Howard.
"Because of this, our computIt will be complete with several
ers and iPods are getting smaller based speakers from the industry, Sandip Tiwari
on devices made in these labs," Rose said. Ph.D., director of NNIN and professor of
"But that is just part of the whole founda- Elect;ical Engineering at Cornell Univertion of science."
sity and also \V. Lance H aworth, Ph.D.,
Rose explained that the lab is of the Office of Multi-disciplinary Activiused as a demo to introduce people to ties in the Directorate for Mathematical
science.
and Physical Science at the National Sci"U.tting you see what's on the ence FbunClation.
inside and how it all starts creates a better
Many see this as relevant topic
understanding," he said.
to the unjversity since Howard is a comAs an applied science, nano- prehensive research university that trains
technology seeks to control matter on the its undergraduate, graduate and profesatomic and molecular scale.
sional students to approach the issues and
An example of how nanotech- questions as part of a scientific team.
nology is used is in the design of comput''The current campus activier chip layouts based on surface science, ties in nanotechnology represent our
but this research has also benefited com-

'
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Gary Harris talks to students about the functions of the mobile nanotechnology lab that was stationed in front of the Blackburn Center.
collective efforts to generate and apply
knowledge and insights to produce and
characterite materials that solve inlportant problems and to impro\'e our overall
quality of life," saidjamcs H.JohnsonJr.,
Ph.D., dean of the College of Engineering Architecture and Computer Sciences
(CEACS), in a university press release.
In addition, representatives
from several government agencies will be
present to discuss strategies to gain funding and nanotechnoloin projects within

U.S., Brazil Exchange Program Celebrates
Years of Study Abroad, Extended Learning
to experience this opportunity has been.
Among the students who participated was
Camila Pereira, a second }·ear student in
Howard students, along with education.
"The program was really good,"
invited _guests, celebrated the successful
culmination of the U.S.-Btazil Mobility Pereira said. "It gave me an opportunity
to travel abroad. Reality is sort of dilTerExchange Program.
Howard and Vanderbilt Uni- cnt because of what you learn when you
versity partnered with the Universidade get here. I learned a lot because when
de Sao Paolo and the Univcrsidadc Fed- you go to a different country you have to
eral de Bahia, which arc both in Brazil, to have an open mind about other people's
allow a sciect group of students to experi- culture because it is a difference in what
we have between Brazil and the U.S. One
ence their studies in another count11~
Students who participated in thing the program did do was it gave
the exchange program gave their n;- blacks in Brazil a chance to travel abroad,
marks on how much assistance being able which is rare."
Lisa Rawlings, graduate assistant for the U.S.Brazil
Exchange
Program for the past
two years spoke highly of the program
which has spanned
over five years.
"My purpose is to recruit
Howard students to
study abroad, to help
receive some of the
Brazilian
students
who come to Howard University and
we also developed an
online course which
we didn't have time
to show today," Rawlings said. "\ Ve're
helping to facilitate
the coordination of
that, and we also fi ..ld
tested it with some
graduate students so
we had an opportunity to do the online
cla~s last semester.
I've also been involved in linking the
partnering universi\.
ties."
The event
Naom Onaga· MCT
was held m the
Brazil Day celebrated the years Howard partnered with Browsing Room in
universities in Brazil to !itudy Brazilian culture.
Founders
Library

BY ROYCE STRAHAN
Staff Writer
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and featured presentations and accounts
of experiences from the participants in
the program.
Representatives from Howard
and the two other schools that participated in the program were in attendance
and gave their remarks about the successful program.
Orlando Taylor Ph. D.. vice
provost for research and Richard English
Ph.D., provost and chief academic officer, were Howard's representatives who
gave their remarks about the U.S.-Brazil
Exchange.
The e\'ent on tvlonda) was
sponsored by the graduate school, but
the funding to make this program possible came from the U.S. Department of
Education.
"The Fund for the Improvement of Post Secondary Education
(FISPE) ga\'e U.S. universities money to
do this exchange program and their Brazilian counterpart also did the same,"
Rawlings said. "FISPE, the Department
of Education and the Brazilian Department of Education came together and
jointly funded a project to promote U.S.
and Brazil exchanges."
Rawlings. urges students to .attend ~1pcoming programs that would be
very helpful to anyone interested in learning studying abroad like Pereira.
There is an exchange program
for graduate students "~th Hungary, the
Ncth.::rlands, Portugal and Scotland that
expires next year, so tl1e program is recruiting students now who arc interested
in studying race and migration overseas.
The Graduate Exchange Program previously had a lecture with Europc~n colleagues and will have another
at the end of the month on race and migration.
"The program went well today.
The program today was like a closing ceremony because we were funded for four
years, and we got a year extension," Rawlings said. "\ Ve'rc looking for new sources
of funding right nO\I' but we're just closing out this grant to let people know what
has happened during tl1e program, what
tl1e successes were and have an opportunity to hear from students."
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Think you have what it takes?
THE HILLTOP

their organizations.
Howard is more deeply involved
in the field of nanotechnology through
several initiatives including, CREST
Center for Nanomaterials Characterization Science and Processing Technology
(NCSJ:YI) and Partnerships for Research
in Education in tvlaterials (PREM).
CEACS has been able to participate in the research and development
process by developing the Keck Center
_for Design of Nanoscale ~laterial for

Molecular Recognition after it received a
8750,000 research grant from the VV.1\1.
Keck Fbundation in 200 I.
Howard also faci Ii tat es study efforts done by it~ nanoteclmology group
by donating an additional $250,000. This
group supports experimental equipment
and postdoctoral research.
It consists of a team of scientists
and researchers representing chemistry,
pharmacy and civil and electrical engineering.

Following Footsteps:
Nathaniel A. Murray
forthcoming, I offered the motion
tl1at I believed the time wa'\ ripe to
disband the social club and organize
One-seventh of "the found- a Negro college fraternit}'· "'
ing jewels" of Alpha Phi Alpha FraIt ma) not come as a surtcrnit), Inc., Nathaniel Allison l\1ur- prise to some that i\1urray was a part
ra). was one of seven children.
of the group responsible for starting
~lurra), a District of Cothe first component of the ''Divine
hunbia nati\'e, had a family histol'}
Nine."
of progn:ss and innovation.
10
!\Jason's
According
According to historian book, "The Talented Icnth," i\1urSkip ~lason. l\1urn\\''s mother Anna i <i} c,unc from one or th~ D istrin 's
dedic.atcd hersdf to l'Stablish ing most pro§perous families of the tune
free kinder~•• rten cbsses throughout <llld was surrotmdcd b} privilege.
\\"ashington D.C. and advocating for
All of ~lurrav's siblings
child wdfarc and education from the went to college and had careers as
late l 800s and decades into the 20th concert musicians, teachers, lawvers,
century.
government employees and e\·en an
According to the Alpha Phi engineer turned papn manufacturAlpha. Inc. \\'cb site, tvf u1Tay got in- e1.
tercMcd in education, returning to
tvl urray's mother. who had
his hometown after completing his roots in Oberlin. Ohio .md hlT husundngrad•1atc studies at H oward to band. an assistant of the Lib1.uy
te.1ch s<.:iencc in public schools.
of Congress, raised their family m
\\'hile :-.Iurra) 's mother \ \'ashington, D.C.
had spent time teaching music at
Once in Ithaca, N.Y. at
various schools, including Ho"·ard Cornell, l\l urray welcomed the difUni\'crsit:; l\Iurr-.iy spent much of ferent pace of social and cultural
his t·arcer at Armstrong Vocational events but related to the weekend
High School.
gatherings held by dassmates that
It was during his studies in consisted of recitations. poetry :uid
the College of Agriculture at Cor- music.
nell Universit} that he and six other
!'he small group of black
bl.1ck men founded the Alpha chap- students at Cornell reminded him of
ter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternit}. his friends at home. and the group
Inc. m 1906.
wa~ close.
Craig Allen. a senior Engtvf urray sat on some comlish major and member of the fra- mittees of the Alpha chapter of the
tnniiv said. ''I think he's great man. fraternity, and l\.llcn said he was also
He's visionary."
one of the founders of Beta chapter
Allen says that at the turn of the fraternity " hich calls H oward
of the 20th century, Cornell Ui1i- Uni\·crsitr home.
vcrsity was not retaining many black
Mason describes .t\lurray
studt"nts due to su b-standard grades as a cadng father of two daugh ters
and a lack of funds to fuel their col- a nd a " ·i!C. In Mason's book. "The
lege educations.
Talen ted fc nth ," ~1utra) is referred
It was then, Allen said, to as the "passionate jewel" because
that tvlurray and the other founding even when signing h is name, he
members of the fraternity decided placed the word 'Jewel" behind it .
to create a sense of solidarity at the Murray clied in 1959.
uni\'ersity.
"They d id something that
The) started a social and never had been done and that needstudy group. which they later decid- ed to be clone," Al len said. '~nd now
ed to turn into a frater nity.
you can sec the impact today."
l\fason said tha t Murray
Alpha Phi Alpha Fra te rnit},
once said of the founding of the or- Inc. !1as grown to have ch<1pters at
ganization. ''As "as to be expected, many colleges a nd univcr~ities across
some opposed, and some favored the the nation, graduate chapters and innew proposition."
te rna tional chapter~ abroad in places
After drifting along for sev- such as in the Caribbean.
eral weeks with no definite decision

BY MERCIA WILLIAMS-MURRAY
Asst. Campus Editor

Panelists Discuss Importance of Politics 'From HBCLI to the Hill'
Continued from FRONT,
POLITICIANS
the Soci.11 Action Chair for Delta Sigma
I hct. Int . s:iicl that all the organi1.ation• invoh nl wanted to host an• C\cnt
that \\oulcl spark a flame in the audience
members to 1.1kc more of an initiali\'e in
politics.
"\Ve hope lo inform people about
the impact of black colkge students becoming involved in the entire process.
not just voting. It's not just the political
scic·nce m;~ors th<\I should care. am stu'
dents from <Ill) range of majors can get
into politits," \\alker said.

This installment of "From HBCU
to the Hill," is the first of a series where
\'aiious Congresspersons will '~sit the
campus to students about the change
they .ire capable of making in sodct).
OeVaughn \Vard is a senior legal
<ommunications major and the pH•sidcn1 of the College Democrats. He is
in1crcs1cd in helping the campus form a
bond that may prove to be beneficial to
students in the future.
"\Ve want to start a dialogue between Howard students and Capitol Hill.
That's so•uething that has been lost over
the past few years. Georgetown and G\\'
have that connection," \\'ard said. 'i\JI of

the people at Ho"ard don't believe in the
political system anymore. so it's a great
experience for peopk 10 c·omc in and sa)
that you should gel in\'olvecl and make
some kind of changes."
Both \Va rd .md \\'alkt•r agree that
it is critical for people understand that it
is not a political science or a history issue.
Regardless of the career choice, everyone
should be knowledgeable about politics.
Other panelists brought their experiences and insights to the discussion
toward the end of the program. These
African-American 'democrats included
Dr.Joe Leonard, Tasha Cole, Nicole \\'illiarns, Kwame Anderson. l amala Scott

Washington's· Legacy Lives On
Co11ti1111ed from FRONT,
WASHINGTON
1968 .L<sassination of ~lartin Luther King. Ji. and fought for home
rule. "hich enabled resident< to
vote for D.C. 's k\drn;hip.
"I le s"mbolizcd leadership
and courage d111ing the riots," said
D1~ Horace Dawson.Jr, director of
the Patricia Roberts Harris Public
Affain; Program al Howard Uni\'ersit\.
"\\alking the streets and
helping to bting calm in areas then
being ravaged b} mobs almost
complett•h· out of comrol." he said.
'~d he did much to re-build the
city when the riots were over-not
just the buildings but also the confidence.', the optimism and determination of the people. \\11en \Vashington .1ppcared, it made you proud
to bt a d1i1<'n of tht District and to
participate n sclf-go\·ernment.'
\\'a.shington also became
the first African-American police
chief of the district b) integrating
the upper ranks of the D.C..Police
Department.
In a press release, Reba Pittman \Valker, chief executive officer
and general manager of the \ Vashington Convcn1ion Center Association "'CCA s:Ud, "~lavor \Vashingt<•n li\'cd a life characterized b\
bnngm~ people together and was
a pioneer in bringing home mle

the city in 1975. Through thio to Howard and he fell in love with
building dedication. we are honor- it. He e\·en died in the Howard
ing his work, celebrating his accom- University Hospital," \\'ashington
plishments and remembering his said.
•
"
1cgac\.
The Com'Cntion Center has
,\nording to Lana Os- al'o created a memorial displ.I\ 111
trander, diret:tor of public relations hono1 of tht' former mayor.
and marketing at the \Vashington
Convcn1ion Center, the decision to
rename the convention
center was a city-wide
decision where lcgi5lation
wa, passed b) the D.C.
Council and appro"ed by
l\Iayor Fenty.
\\'ashington was
not onl~ dedicated to the
District.
But until his death
in 2003 he strongly admired his alma mater,
Howard University.
'~\Jl)thing that had
to do '~ith Howard. he
loved." \\'ashington said.
Growing up in
Jamcst0\\11. N.Y.. \\'ashington kne" he wanted
to auend the leading
black institution.
In 1934 he enrolled
as a public administration
and sociology major.
').\f1er graduating
Plv"O ("(-Jriesy of u s Lb'¥y cf C'
'
high school, all \\'alter's
parc·nts' friend, wanted Walter E. Washington was the first mayor of D.C .
him to c:o to Fisk Univer- and the first black mayor of a major city.
to

sit), but he wanted to go

and Ann Lambert, all members of Ocha
Sigma l'hcta Inc .111d Omega Psi Phi
Fraternit) Inc .. a·spt'Lti,eh.
The) tackled issues dealing \\ilh
the high racial tensions in the U.S., the
dan~crs facing the.· educ .1tion svstcm and
importam·t• of the l i.ltt' C1imcs Bill.
"The H ate Crimes Bill is the most
important issue facing the 110" Congress
right now. ll is important for ;is to not sit
down and get comfy, the fight against racism is still going on," J:m1;1la Scott said.
Scott also urged students 10 get serious about their c.ueer pursuits and to
take ad,'3Jltage ol the opportunities offered 10 Howard students.

J\nn IMunberl, a panelist and I lm•ard gr.1duate. said that networking w;Ls
the m.un force that helped her get ht:r job
on the Hill. "It pays to network 1 hat
is om· thing I learned from Howard Uni\ Crsil\, 1wtwo1king is key," Lambert ,.1id.
St·ott \liHned student< .1bo11t the
diffin1ltic-s that blaLks fr•ce when appl}ing
for jobs in all fields and encouraged them
to persevere 1hrough adversity.
" Pt•oplc will automatically think
you arc thl'H' because of affirmative action 01 to fill .1 quota." she said. "But
it's re all) because you 're smart and 'ou
desene to be there. You have to prove
that."

U.S. Government Questions
Billions Given to Pakistan
Co11ti1111edfrom FRONT,
PAKISTAN
1ional process as quitkly as possible·
"Obviously, we 're going to have to review
the situation with aid, in part because we have
to sec what it -- what ma) be triggered by certain
.
.
statutes," Ri ce said.
"But look. we do ha\'e com:erns -- continuing countertcrrorism concerns -- and we
ha,·e 10 be able to protect America and protect
American citizens b,· continuing to fight against
terrorists," she !<aid. '~d \\C have a significant
counterterrorism effort in Pakistan and so we
have 10 review this whole situation."
H usain Haqqani, a former adviser lo
Pakistani prime ministrrs and now professor at
Boston University, says the U.S. wants Pakistan
to remain stable -- and if M usharraf caii keep it
that way, the U.S. will be more acccptm2' of his
strong-armed nt.le
"\\'ithdra"ing aid or imposini, sanctions
would reduce the little efTectivcncs~ ~fusharraf
has left in fighting the terrorists," he said. "Does
he really look credible when there are soldiers
surrounding the supreme cou11, arresting supreme court judges, when the} failed so miserably fighting terrorists?"
tvfusharraf referred direcllr to his government's mOUllting difficulties when declaring
emergency powers in a tcle\.ised address late
Saturday.
"Pakistan is on the verge or destabilization," ~tusharraf said. " I personally. \\ith all m\'
conviction and "ith all the facts 3\~1ilable to me.
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consider that inadion at this moment is suicide
for Pakis1.111, .mcl I cannot .allow this counln to
~ommil s111dcle."
Ri c, sayinc; she is "disappointed" with
l\lusharraf's action, told reporters traveling with
her in the Micldk East: "Some of 1he aid that
goes 10 Pakistan is directlr related to the counter1erro1ism mission .... \\'e just have to revie"
the situation."
h's possible that only a small share of U.S.
aid to Pakist.111 - "hich nms at S 150 million .1
month - could be restricted by li.S. law' that set
conditions for go\ cn1men1s to receive mone~:
Rice maintains the U.S. has pro\.ided <L~
sistance, for education in particulllr. aimed at
supporting the developmcnl of democrat\ beyond l\1.tshan,1f's rule. "The United Stales did
not put all its chips on l\lusharraf." Rice said.
Bena1.1r Bhutto, the former prime minister of Pakist,1n "ho recently returned and f.1Led
an assassination au empt. said Sunda~ she "a~
seeking "a pe.1cefol tr.msition from diLtat•n <hip
to democracr"
"l am \\Orricd about the impact in Pakistan, I an1 worried about how extremists "ill
exploit the situation 10 their advantage:· Bh11t10
said iri an inten1ew with CNN on Sunday.
Faced with l\1ushan-af's inabilit) to gain
control over terroiists within his own borders,
some critics induding Bidcn sa' the U.S. should
step up its 0\\ II militarv prt-scnce in M~h.mistan.
"hich could Sef\c 'a ba<• for attacks b' special
forces inside P.1ki$tan. 81drn, while cautioninl?
that he is not calling for an invasion. allo" s that
such a mo,·e would be "an incursion."'
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Tatted Magazine Aims to Educate About Work of Art

Photo courtesy ol Robyn Franks

Michael Rice Is in the process of launching Tatted Magazine, which he
hopes will offer education and enlightenment about tattoos.

BY ROBYN FRANKS
Contributing Writer
I'OIJO\,ing
the
motto,
"think before you ink," ~lichael
Rice, founder of Tatted ~faga
zine. deddcd to get his first tattoo in 1993, a second in 1997
and waited another I 0 years after
researching and contemplating
what he would get next.
"I got a tattoo because I
wanted to have something that

represents my outlook on life. and
if l'm ever in a hard situation it's
like a constant reminder that it alway:; gets better," said Rice, who
currently has seven tattoos.
Jn 2006, Rice, a D.C. native decided to execute his vision
of starting his own magazine, after consuhing with various close
friends.
.
"My intention with the
maga.dne is not to be money hun-

gry, but to make history and do
something positive. \Vith hard
work, money comes," Rice said.
Although Rice had no intentions of attending college, in
1992 Rice enlisted in the military
as a means of elevating his life.
His mother had the mentalit} that "If you don't put vour
sons out 10 experience the world
they tend to hold on and not know
how to grasp life," Rice said. She
did not want him to turn out like
some of his uncles who did not
leave home for the first time until
the} were 30 years old.
Alier returning from the
military in 2000, Rice began
modeling again, \\hi ch h~ had
sta1 ted prior to leaving for the
milital"}. But ll was during this
time of travel that the conception
of Tatted Magazine was born.
Ri~e realized there were
no informal tattoo magazines
that were geared toward a general
audience. }'Ct he noticed a mass
quantit} of people in his communit\ and familv getting tattoos and
attending tattoo parties.
ln hopes of using his magazine as an outlet, Rice wants to
educate people about the dangers
of tattoo parties and the transmission of diseases they were making
themselves susceptible to.
"I think someone starting

Residential Cotnplex a Part of
Initiative for Mixed Income
BY MONICA JONES
Staff Wrffer
Built in 1960. Parle ~forton is a walk up
apartmelll community that houses families in 17.J.
two-bedroom units, located near the Georgia Avenue shopping corridor.
It is one of the residential communities chosen by New Communities to become a target complex to be remodeled and include housing families
with mixt•d incomes
New Communities is a comprehensh e group
created t<> improve the quality of life of families in
high-risk neighborhoods.
The main objective of the group is to protect housing of the poor and promote mixed income
residential communities.
New Communities also plans to remodel
necessary community resources such as schools, libraries and recreation centers. ·
Economic segregation and resulting shortage
of services, lack of affordability of housing services,
threats to federally subsidized housing and conct·11t ra1cd violc11t crime in high-povert' nciJ.:hhorhoocl~
led to formation of New Comnnmitic'
fllrek Bolden, planner for \ Vard I in New
Communities. said that the development is currentlv
in its preliminary stage and has yet to be officially
appro\'cd.
"Once the plan has been approq:d, it is expected to take fi\'e 10 I0 )'Cars to complete the reconstruction," Bolden said.

In tl1e time it will take for construction to be
completed. Bolden explained, the residents of P.1rk
}\lorton will be temporarih relocated to alternate
housing.
"The plan has a one to one resettlement
policy," Bolden said. "The displaced residents ,,;JI
have a guaranteed spot in the new residence at the
same fixed rent they were pa)'ing at their old place
of residence."
"To. cover the cost of having a certain amount
of residents not pay, say 82,000 in rent for the new
facilities and housing, the new residential complex
will increase its demit\ to about .J.00 units. t.hcrcb)
creating the mixed im;ome facility, .. Bolden said.
Other proposed residential sites for the fl.cw
Communities re-developmental plan are Barry Farm
1Vard 8 , Lincoln Heights \\'ard 7 . Sursum Corda
'\'ard 6, Potomac H opkins \'ard fr and Langston
Terrace '\ \'ard 5 ).
Eligibility critcri.1 for the mixed income plan
arc government subsidb~cd residential areas "~th ,,
concentrated poverty and crime rate, immediat<'
and recognizable nl'l'd .md the potential to protl'Cl
low-income housing and expand afford;1blc housing
on a larger scale.
For funcling the pl.m, Ne" Communities
proposes that the\ m.1ximizc pri,-ate and philanthropic capital, maximize the use of federal funds,
join other a\'ailable rc~ourccs such as ne\\ markets
tax credits, community block gr;u1ts and invest local
capital as needed.

a tattoo magazine is a fantastic
idea," said Robin Bellamy. a resident of Silver Spring, Md.
There is no set date for the
•
release of fatted ~lagazine just
)Cl, but Rice and his staff arc current!) working on a promotions
campaign which will take place
this December or Janual"}. in
\Vashington, D.C. in an effort to
attract publishing disttibutors.
He is collaborating with
\\lashington, D.C. go-go artist
Mumbo Sauce to help support
this event, which wiU give insight
on the mission of Tatted ~laga
i.ine, and feature various artwork
and tattoo artists.
His support network bctamc his staff consisting of Anthon} Hooker, Howard Person.
Jermaine Issac, James Roscoe.
The assumed cost of getting the
magazine up and running is approximately S50,000. Rice's life
long friend Jason Nickens. generous!}' offered to be the financial
supporter of Tatted ~fagazinc
along ,,;th Howard Pcr.;on.
"lf I had no one. I'd still be
putting this idea out there," Rice
said. H e also told Thr Hilltop that
his motivation not only comes
from within but from his two children.
"I want my kids to have
more than I did, and l want to

give back to my parents," he said.
Although Rice has found difliculties with maintaining and recruiting journalists for his magatine,
Rice remains undeterred about
his mission for Tatted ~lagazim'.
"There is nothing of its kind." he
said.
Mikhail Hardy, a 2001
graduate of the Art Institute of
\Vashington views tattoos as a
work of art.
''I feel that when rou
tattoo your body in a way you're
customizing }'Ourself. in addition
to your born uniqueness." he said.
" I think tattoos are tn1h· a work of
art when there is a deeper meaning behind them and the cr.1fts111.mship is on point."
Disturbing images from his
time in the military caused Rice
to commit co educating young
people about decision-making in
all facets of life.
As a chemical specialist
that was exposed to various weapons of mass destruction and provided cover on the battlefield for
troops, Rice truh belie\'CS knowledge is power.
Rice envisions a multicultural staff of journalists because
he wants to grasp an international
market.
I Iis magazine will be educational, family-friendlr and catt'r

to children as well as adults, providing them wit.1 old-fashioned
water tattoos.
" I want people to change
their vie\\s on how the} go about
doing things," Rice said. "&peciall) ,,;th the things tattoos arc
s;" ing. If you ha\'c 'sexy bee· or
•f--- you' on you, }'OU're telling me
you don't care about what your
going to do in life."
"l 1hink the idea for Tatted
Magazine wiU be informative and
present the underground world of
our tattoo culture very well, and
especially educate those "ithin
the black community." said Lauren \\'alker, a senior public rclauons major.

Think Before You Ink
Keep it clean and moist.
Use non-scented lotions.
Sta\'. awa\, from excessive sun.
Parlors in the area:
Pinz-r\-Xecdlez
926 L' St. i\l\ \:
,
\\ashington. D.C.
202 38i-2.J.65
' fop Notch Tattoos
1517 U St. N\V,
\\'ashington, D.C.

202) 939-0615

Upcoming Euents

•

Interested in bike riding?
Event:
Washington Area Bicyclist Association
Time and Place: 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., Shrine
of the Sacred Heart Catholic Church; 3211
Pine Street, Northwest Washington
Date: Nov. 9
Join the Washington Area Bicyclist Association (WABA) and the District Department
of Transportation (DDOT) for their fall event:
"Got Lights?" which is a bicycle safety and
education campaign.

Looking for an exciting exhibit?
Event:
Fall Solos 2007
Time and Place: The exhibition is on view
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesdays through
Saturdays, until Saturday, Nov. 17, at the
Arlington Arts Center, 3550 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. Free. (703) 248-6800.
Date: Saturday, Nov. 17
Come and see a series of exhibits where
various artists showcase their talent through
video, abstract painting and other mediums.
Comprlrd b; Rachtl Huggins, ,\fttro &litor

Pt® aio.. iesy ol wwwdcll• erg

Similar to Park Morton residential complex near Georgia Avenue, the developer of Golden Rule Apartments in
Mount Vernon Square, elected to set aside 100 percent of the units for households below 60 percent of the area.

Writing Workshops
West Towers
Wednesdays - 6 p.m.

Have an interest in
community affairs?
Good! Write for METRO.
E-mail ideas to
rldhuggins@yahoo.com
•

•
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Howard
vs.
Bethune--Cookman
Football game on Saturday,
November 10, 2007
In Gre~ne Stadium
.'

Football Ticket Distribution
When: Wednesday & Thursday,
November 7 & 8, 2007
Where: Lower Level, Cramton Auditoriu
Time: lO:OOam to 3:00pm

•

All Students must be validated and present studen
identification card to receive ticket.

Hilltop
Writing
Workshops

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
CHOOSE
RESEARCH
BEgbter far New UDlle1p iiduate l•tl!nlisdp:O •HJ Causes 1hilt t:a 1m.e
~ Writiq ud Civic Ew~p
I
Spriql008

Wednesdays
•

@6

p.m.

BENUIIS
Wml:: with kwliy m . . . . .
• Learn mll,1b.;dwilll2
Fill & gt. I Qip.m:pDi ..jpwl sh .,
• C-•• 1•
l*uN..... fixw clj llt;;gtl peispe tive1
• ~ z+pcz jA. m IJ• ch aml tma.. i:ir ~ piiWPDI'
• .A:m1ya!: cldii. ;;md. maw ~ CC#K 1 UH
Pit e • dr
' * ''™-rk
•....tis
,,_.
• Limn. writi.n& iilDllo!!I s """5 live
Y,lh
S4&'y ENGl.001 iilDllc:nl!! Diwjgjpwl lli!q+iifiidd Dth!~af'AJb .le S-:
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P-Level of.
the West
Towers

TOPICS
•EXPERIENCING MODERN EXILE•
••OOUTION 1807: MERCHANTS. MORAi SAND MYTHS•
•FOOD•
•CONFLICT:r POUTICAL VIOLENCE AND TERRORISM•
•CHINA IN AFRICA•
Sie,n-...., via 8'sm1Web ciJrine Sp;ng 2tD1 Regi5lr.d:ion October 29..flawember 6
Cmnplete CDUrse "- tUiptians can be found iid::
www,provost,howilnl,ied..!/FRSM-cvvrdt
For ..Utional infonniltimt CXW'!lacl
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The Race to Register Voters Begins
as U.S. Presidential Race Continues

John $pf\~ An WU Jounal-C<>n$•""110n tMCT)

Campus organizations are on a mission to make sure no Howard student
misses out on voting for the next president, even while away from home.

BY ALEESA MANN
Staff Writer
Student organizations
arc rcwing up their voter registration efforts as presidential primaries and local elections quickly
approach.
The Howard University
Student Association (HUSA), the
College Democrats and the Arts
and Sciences Student Council
(ASS C) Junior Class Board arc
some of the campus organizations that are actively encouraging students to register and cast
absentee ballots, which allows
individuals to vote when they are
awa\ from their local voting sites
For college students
away from home, this means thev
can still affect the policy and politics of their hometown while at
school.
"For a lot of people their
allegiances ma}· not lie in D.C.,"
Brittany \ Vashington said. "!her
still have family from where

the) 're from. l think it's important they stay up on the politics
of their hometown so that laws
aren't passed they don't know
about. I think it's important for
them to stay in touch with their
communities."
\\'ashington. a junior
political science major. is the
president of both the ASSC Junior Glass Board and the Howard
Rainbow P mh Coalition.
Today is the first day
of the Absentee Voter Registration Drive hosted by the Howard
Rainbow P ush Coalinon and the
ASSCJunior Class Board.
''\Ve are going to have
all the information from each
state on what the process of their
absentee \·ote is," \\'ashington
said. ""\Ve want to encourage people to vote in their state primaries
for the president and an) other
elections in their state. People can
sign up and we'll e-mail them a
voter registration information
package. It "~ll include all the in-

formation they're.: going to need,
like the candidates' platform."
An·orcling to \\'ashington, the main objectiw of the
drive is to educate students on the
voting procc.•S.
"I foci like students are
surprised al how easy it is to register," said Joy Lind~a), director
of 1he Political and External Affairs Depa1t111ent. " [\Vith HUSA
in the House] we always go door
to door and we ask if they're registered to vote, and then ther sec
how eas> and convenient it is."
"The problem with
\'oting absentee is that r ich and
t•\ Cl) state h.1s a differen1 process
for voting absentee," \\'ashington
said. "You have lo already be registered to vote then you have to
mail a request for an absentee ballot and you have to specify which
election you want your ballot for.
Then they have to approve your
request and they send yon the ballot and you send it back to them.
In each and t \'Cl) state the re arc
different Ispc<ificatfon,)."
'"I basically \li\111 people
to be aware of the prou·ss," she
said. "I want 10 ha\·e the :nformation available to them and I
would like to see an increase in
voter participation among HU
students."
HUSA has begun its
campaign to register voters. The
Political and External Affairs Department of HUSA is aiming to
increase awareness of students
and get them involved in political affairs. The voter registration
drive has been implemented to
help the d,.p,1rtment achic.:\'e its
objccli\'e.
HUSA offers sllldents
continuous access to \Oler registration information and applications. HUSA also provides
support for the surrounding communi~:

" It's a continual thing
with HUSA in Your House and
during dilleren1 weeks \\ e 'II have
tables in Blackbum. \\'c ,1lso do
011r voter registration~ .11 local
hi~h schools. Not onh !do we
reach] Howard students. but high
schools as well,'' Lindsay said.
The College
Democrats are also helping to
get students registered. I'hc organization \\ill be hosting .1 \'Oler
1cgistration drive from Dec. 4 to

Dec. I I. T he week will consist
of a voter registration dri\•e and
panel discussions that will focus
on issues such as the elec:Lion process.
"It's really a nonpartisan thing. It's just making sure
people know about the choices
out there and making sure the)
go out to \'Ole," said De Vaughn
\ Vard, senior legal communications major and president of the
College Democrats. "It's about
making sure students arc knowledgeable about their cnndidates
and knowledgeable about their
options. \\'e want to get students
excited about voting and make
sure everyone is empowered."
\\'ith the new initiatives
of se\-eral student organizations,
the increased interest in getting
students to register is seen as a
step towards better civic engagement among Howard students.
The campus-wide efforts arc srcn as an improvement,
frum pre\ious years. in getting
studenb politicall} active
According to the U.S.
Census Bureau, in the 2004 presidential election 58 percent of individuals 18 24 }"ears of age were
registered to vote and 47 percent
of registered 18-24 }'Car olds voted.
The U.S. Census Bureau also reported that 24 percent of 18 24 year olds who were
not registered said it was because
they did not meet the registration deadlines and five percent
of unregistered youth said it was
because the) did not kno\' how
to register. Registrauon drives arc
implemented as a method to reduce the occurrence of both situations.
\Vhile young people
were the lowest performing demographic, they showed the
greatest impro\'Cment in voting
and registering from the election
in 2000, in creasing by 7 percent
and 11 percent. respecti\-el>:
" I think th;u it savs
the\''
.
were becoming less complacent,"
Lindsay said. "\\'e arc seeing
things that need to be done and
instead of waiting, we are doing
things ourselves. \Ve started out
the year really aware and involved
\\ith the Jena '6', and as students
\\e arc becoming more ,\ctive. It's
definitely a positive thing."

Scramble for African Oil to be Addressed at Howard
BY VANESSA ROZIER
Nation & World Editor
ThC) were scrambling
for slaves centuries ago. loday,
they want oil. The latest Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries OPEC) repon listed
Saudi Arabia as the leadin!' produt'cr of oil.
But 1 igeria comes in
seventh, and the abundance of
oil in this African country is no
secret.
Chinese and \Vcstcrn
governments and corporations
are investing in this abundant
natural resource while leaving
disenfranchised African citi.~ens
behind.
On \Vcdnesday afternoon, the Ralph Bunche Political
Education in Action Committee
(PEAC), formerly the H oward
chapter of Amnesty International, will kick off its lecture series on
the scramble for Africa \\ith the
Africa Military Command.
'\A.frica is becoming a
center of attention," said Austin
Thompson. one of two PEAC
founders. "It's like a race for 1·nergy. The U.S. is looking to increase
the amount of oil imported from
Africa. China is already t11erc."
And Graham Saul
agrees.
"There's a boom going on, specifically in the NigcrDclta,., he said. Saul, a former international programs director for
Oil Change International, said
t11at, \\hile countries in Africa are
rich in natural resources, not everyone benefits.
''Somebody is getting
rich off of this sniff and it's not
the community," he said. Instead
of the workers and n·siclents

of countries including Nigeria,
Chad, Cameroon and S1•ncgal, it
is the elites and corporations who
profit.
"Nigeria is geuing progressively poorer as they arc producing more oil," Saul said. "The
communil.) is not getting compt·n•ation fo1 producing oil."
"The problem is that
\\e don't regulate our own oil,"
said Kayodc Oluwoie. a senior
civil engineering major and Nigc1ia native. "The monev that
is supposed to be rotating in the
count')' is going out. Imagine
if Bill Gates' money doesn't go
to America. and he takes it to
China. That would mess up the
econom>'"
In the Gulf of Guinea,
Saul said that the United States
m1lita')' is mo\ing in while China
is becoming increasingh active.
"The situation in Sudan
has to do with the oil there," he
said. "China is the biggest obstacle."
In the Middle East, this
scramble has manifested and, according lo Saul, can ,Cf\'C as a
pre~ew for a possible future in
Africa. "Not only is the United
States fueling t11e conflict fin
Iraq], but we are the conflict.
If oil hits $ 100, we might see a
greater willingness of countries
going in militarily and profiting,"
Saul said.
This prediction comes
when oil prices have been on
the rise for years and arc now at
S93.98 per barrel.
\Vhile Thompson said
that the increasing investment in
Af1ican oil is almost like colonialism, Saul said that this assumption may jump the gun.
"It is pre-mature to
characterize what China is doing

•
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The Human Trafficking Team at Howard plans to educate on the intema·
tional issue of human trafficking in two weeks.

Modern-Day Slavery
in the U.S. Exists in
Human Trafficking
let them get an education."Jonc~
said.
The H uman Trafficking
Human trafficking, a Tean1 1s a student organization in
form of modern-day slaver}; :u'- Ho\' ard's graduate school, under
fects more than 14,500 people the tutelage of Capstone Comin this countr}) and students at munications, aiming to bring
H oward arc developing pro- attention to the issue of hwnan
grams to raise awareness on this trafficking.
"Capstone Communiissue.
Victims of trafficl..:ng cations contracted us to expand
arc often forced into prostitution. their existing campaign to the
janitorial work and domestic ser- Howard communit)." said Pavitude. Traffickers use debt bond- trice B( noit, a g1 .1dualc student
age, isolation from the public and and member of the H uman
confiscation of important docu- Trafficking Tean1 "They're hopmentation as a wa) of ensla~ng ing to reach a younger, more ethnic demographic. Hum an traft11eir victims.
\ Vhilc the conditions ficking is people or \ictims stolen
under trafficking arc harsh, some from their count["\ or sold on the
look at it as an opportunil.)· 10 idea of coming to America for
better th eir quality of life. I:Or freedom. Once they a rrive, they
immigrants of lcss-de\-eloped are often times forced into sexual
countries, being trafficked into favors or forced labor to work off
their debt 10 get ht·re:·
the u.~. offers them opportunit).
She explained that
"From the Asian side
many people arc forced into la- trafficking victims mav think
bor, but for Africans, they want that the} an. working to pa} off
to find a job, some of them arc SI0,000 when their transpordomestic assistants and some of tation could \'Cf\' well cost just
them come to go into school." $50.
··The\ 're stuck in that
said lbibuni Jones, director of
Sub- ahara Africa of the African position for up to I 0 years if not
a lifctimt'." Benoit said.
Tourism O rganiiation (ATO\.
l'h1· c,unpaign aims to
"h's a development •'sue, and people "ho don't ha\·c help mt·111L"rs of thr comm1111uy
opportunnies to go to school arc idcntif) victims of human trafwilling (to be trafficked]," Jone~ ficking, hoping to lilt back on the
said. "That is wl\\ they don't be- in,tanccs of it h.1ppening more.
People 111 the health
lie\-e in human trafficking in Afri.
ca because they'rt. findiug a way care, social scrvitc and law cnto better themselves and t11eir fon:cment industri1·s often come
li\-elihood. \\'hen the) arc traf- in contact \\ith people being trafficked abroad, or \\ithin Africn, ficked, their recognition of these
it is to help them~ehcs and their victims would lead to a decrease
in the p1c\alcnce of human traffamilies."
D1e AfO is an orga- ficking.
·•If yon sec somt·one
nization that pro\iclcs support to
African children. rhrough their \\ho is fourteen, b.uclv• knows the
l:u1gua~c and i~ afr.1id to t.uk to
program the; :urn 10 edu1 at(
and rehabilitate those affected by you
. th.11 ma\ be .1 \ictim of Imm;m tr.1fficking, 1hcrc is someone
trafficking.
The inst ruction on else rontrolling what t11ey do
awareness and pre\ ention of lm- while thev're hc1e." Benoit said.
man trafficking is cspcciallv t:ru- "It\ something that happens
cial for child ren in lieu of recent more often th;m not, and we're
not aware of it."
events.
Chloe Lou\'ouezo. a
It was reported t11at I03
Chadian and Sudanese children graduate ,tudcnt, is also working
were rescued b\ Chadian law on tlw II um an r. .dlicking rcnm
cnforrcment aftrr being trans- as .111 account supe1 \isor.
" I cho~e [to focus on)
ported to France by Zoe's Arc. n
Parisian organization claiming it human trafficking became I
know it is an cno1 mo11s industry.
wanted to save the children from
\Ve come into contact with \icwar-torn Darfur.
\\'hile t11e group argues tim~ ol hum:u1 11.Ufidcing often,"
it was simply tr0ng to put the Louvouezo said. ''It also relates
children with host families who to immigration issues that have
could provide t11em safe living been going on around late!)- It's
quarters, there ha\'e been allega- such a big thing, .md it's so ovcrtions that the group \\ as perpetu- loc.kecl th.11 l think it dcsef\-cs atating trafficking. !'he incident is tcn1ion."
"[The r.lle of) human
currently under investigation
"[The ATO] has been trafficking is gro\\ing. There are
having meetings in Africa, we so many different venues of huhave a main office in Gambi a," man trafficking, there is prostituJones said. "\Ve try to educate tion, pornograph)·, labor wor'· as
children about human traffick- far as construction and the hosing, and we also try to talk about pitality industry. As those indusit and how we can get the youth tries, grow so does human trafmore involved and get an educa- ficking. fur many compar.ics it's a
tion.~,
way of cneap labor," Louvouezo
"\Ve'vc been having said.
The Human Traffickmeetings in Afril .1, we have a
ing fcam is hosting "The t-1odmain ollice in G ambia. \\'c ti)
to educate children about hu- ern Day Slavery," a speakers'
man trafficking and we also try panel, on Nov. 19 iu Blackburn to
to talk about it and how we can educate students on the dangers
get the youth more invoh cd, and of human trafficking.

BY ALEESA MANN
Staff Writer

.

ShW •k ~n (KRT)

Countries around the globe ::ire in search of the next hot spot for oil as it
Is now running for $98.93 a barrel. A forum tomorrow at 3 p.m. in the Ralph
Bunche Center will address this scramble for oil.
as colonialism. They arc securing resources, but they are not
telling African countries what to
do," Saul said. Although not colonialism per sc, Saul comfortably
referred lo thi~ growing trend as
nco-colonialism or a rush for AfnC'a.
PFAC is a nc\1 orgalliiation on campus after Amnesty
International withdrew its support from the I toward chapter.
The members wanted
to address issues that Amnest}

said did not fall in alignment wit11
their mission.
ow that PEAC is in
place, they are looking fof\vard
to touching upon all of the issues
that fall in alignment with their
own mo• to: "Think globally, act
locally."
Thompson said that the
Scramb1' for Africa series will
continue throughout the semester, touching 11pon how different
countries arc "scrambling for Africa.''
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Boston Set to Dominate the World of Sports
J

Joe Rimkus Jr. • Miami Herald (MCT)

With the addition of explosive wide receiver Randy Moss, the New England Patriots are another dominant Ooston
area team, with a current record of 9·0, hoping to join the Boston Red Sox as a league champion.

BY AVERY GREEN
Contributing Writer
The historic city of Boston has become the modern day
Rome in the wide world of sports
today. The city's teams arc poised
to complete the holy trinity of
professional sports by winning a
World Series, a Super Bowl, and
an NBA championship all within

the same season.
"I guess you could say
it's the beginning of an era kind
of like what you had on the west
coast. when the Lakers were
dominating and Southern Cal
was winning national championships," said Andre Keeling, a
junior computer science ma_ior
from Patterson, NJ.
The Red Sox easily
won the \ Vorld Series and sent

the Colorado Rockies shoveling
snow in the last week of October.
Not to mention that the Patriots
are arguably the best team in the
NFL with an undefeated record.
\Vi th
each
passmg
game the sports world is taking
notice to history in the making,
as the Patriots win in convincing
fashion, averaging almost forty
points a game. As Keeling adds,
"I think they can do it because

yo u see what their olTensc is doing to people and that's not easy
to accomplish in the National
Football League."
Kenny Marable, a junior political science major and
Boston native attributes the success of Boston teams to well
managed front offices.
The Patriots and Red
Sox' ability to successfully maneuver through olfseason acquisitions has led to Boston winning
two out the last four World Series
and New England winning three
out of the last five Super Bowls.
Adding fuel to the unstoppable locomotive that is
Boston-area sports, is the recent
success of the Boston College
football team this season.
The Golden Eagles was
a team that struggled to keep its
head above water in the ACC last
season, and now has become the
number eight-ranked team in the
nation with three games remaining in the season.
"I think Boston College is a good team but they lack
the speed to compete with other
teams," says Marable.
Some believe that this
recent success is a passing phase
mainly built up by the media who
are always in search of another
dynasty, but if Boston College

criticism. \Vc're going tq let you
know if you're not performing
up to our expectations."
Right now, Bostonians
arc happier than Lindsay Lohan
at open bar, but there arc even
morr implications than just the
winning season of the teams.
\ViJhin these four teams, Boston has the potential 10 garner a
Heisman trophy winner, an NFL
tv1VP and the NBA ~!VP.
"I can sec Matt Ryan
winning the Heisman, and as
far as I'm concerned Tom Brady
already won the ~1VP award because he's thrown more touchdowns in eight games than he has
in his whole career," says Russell
Baile), a junior mechanical engineering m<Jor from Newport
News, Va.
Bailey adds, "It's a cycle in sports. At one point New
York had the Yankees, Knicks
and Rangers all winning. I think
Boston just got tired of being the
little brother to New York."
The sports world' is
holding its breath as the city of
Boston reaches almost mythical heights. \\'hcthcr its football,
baseball or basketball many are
sure this fair city will be known
for more than its baked beans,
~1att Damon and a certain tea
party.

TODAY IN
PORTS HISTOR

MEN'S SOCCER TEAM CONTINUES
FREEFALL AGAINST
I

I~"

doesn't end the season on a high
note the Celtics could contend
for an NBA title.
In the olTseason the
Boston Celtics acquired ten-time
All-Star Kevin Garnett, as well
as Ray Allen, who averaged a
career Hgh 26.4 points per game
last season. These two NBA
standouts along with the always
dependable Paul Pierce make the
Celtics a contender in the Eastern Conference once again.
" 1'm a New Yorker lo
the bone but I've been a Celtics fan for a while now and I 'm
anxious to sec those three as the
season goes on," says Adrian Brijadder, a sophomore accounting
major from Brooklyn. N.Y
Brijadder adds, "the)
could easily take the Eastern
Conference, but that's not saying
a lot because it's usually weak.
and they still have to worry about
the \Vest so you never know."
Not to mention that
Boston's most hated 1ivals, the
New York Yankees, lost future
Hall of Farner Alex Rodriguez
last week when he opted out of
his contract worth more than
S2 l million.
''.A-Rod doesn't understand that it's an honor to play
in New York, explains Brijadder. "He couldn't handle media

FLORIDA GULF COAST

November 6, 1995
FORT 11\'ERS, FLA. - 1\-latt O'Shaunessy scored the game winning goal for Florida Gulf Coast in overtime as
FGCU took down Howard 2-1 in a non-confcrcn<.:c men's soccer game on Sunday.
O'Shaunessy scored the game winner three minutes in the OT on a header off an assist from Corey Sheriff

George Foreman (45) KOs Michael
Moorer to win heavyweight title

Thr Bison got on the board first in the 41st minute of the gan1e whcnjoel Senior received a pass from Guilherme
funscca and kuockcd it into the bottom right corner of the net.
The first period ended with Howard taJ..;ng a 1-0 lead going into halftime. FGCU outshot the Bison 9-4- and won
the corner kick battle 4-0 in the first half.
ll1c st·cond half was played fairly C\en until the 72nd minute when .l\latt O'Shaughnessy tied things up after sending

the ball into the top left corner of the goal.
\'ktor rhomas tallied nine saves for HU while Adam Glick notched four stops for FGCU.
Howard (3-7-5'. on a four-game losing streak, will pla} its furn! regular season game on Saturday. The Bison will take
011 Longwood in .111 ,\SC game at Farm~ilk. \ ,\
I

-Cmtrtes) ot Howard University Spor1s Information

'•

Cover award-winning
Bison athletics.
Get a Story at our
budget meeting
next Tuesday
HPTWest

Rookie Adrian Peterson Shatters Single-Game Rushing Mark
BY KEVIN SEIFERT
Minneapolis Star-Tribune (MCT)
MINNEAPOLIS--Alas.
the
magic eli xir has finally arrived.
It came not from Bora Bora or
Morocco or any other exotic
locale, just a small town near
Dallas that produces men who
single-handedly can win football
games.
After a global search,
the Minnesota \'ikings have
found the secret to ''~1ming:
Hand the ball to Adrian Peterson
and wait for him to reach
200 yards. Sunday, they rode
Peterson's NFL-record 296-yard
performance to a 35-17 victory
over San Diego.
The Vikings are 2-0 this
season when Peterson crashes
that heavenly barrier and 1-5
when he docs not; he amassed
224 yards in a 34-31 victory last
month at Chicago.
\Vho
would
have
thought winning could be so
straightforward?
The Vikings again
played musical quarterbacks
Sunday,
replacing
injured
Tarvaris J ackson (concussion)
with Brooks Bollinger. but
fortunately they have thrust aside
their tortured tailback rotation.
\Vith Peterson starting
and Chester Taylor working in
relief, the Vikings finished with
their best offensive performance

528 total yards, including a
team-record 378 on the ground,
in their past 51 games.
"That's the way I like
to play football," coach Brad
Childress said. "I do have a
healthy respect for being able
to run it and taking somebody's
will from them. and then playing
olT of that with play-action. If
you 're looking for a benchmark,
(this is it.).''
All it took was for
Peterson to accumulate 253
yards in the second half alone,
transforming a 14-7 halftime
deficit into a rout midway
through the fourth quarter.
He accounted for three
touchdowns himself and was
partially responsible for a fourth;
Bollinger' play-action fake to
Peterson left receiver Sidney
Rice wide open for a 40-yard
score.
Peterson sealed the
game on a 46-yard touchdown
run with 7 minutes, 44 seconds
remaining and broke Jamal
Lewis' four-year-old rushing
record with his final carry of the
game.
Peterson's season total
of 1,036 yards represents the
best eight-game performance
by a rookie in NFL history and
is tied for fifth-best among all
players.
Just
as
important,
however, the Vikings have finally

unleashed their primary offensive
weapon in its full fury. Peterson
established a career high with 30
carries, touching the ball on 4 7
percent of the Vikings' offensive
plays.
Their
commitment
to Peterson finally secure, the
Vikings were carrying themselves
early Sunday evening like a team
far better than its 3-5 record
indicates.
"The guys in lhe locker
room and in this organization
know w'-lat we have," Peterson
said. "Other guys have tapped
out on us. \ Ve know what we
have. It's all on us. \ Ve have
stayed positive and kept taking it
one game at a time."
During a team meeting
Sunday, m fact, Childress
reminded players of the 2005
Vikings team that stdrted 2-5
before winning six consecutive
games.
Twenty players remain
from that team, and Childress
said, "Some of those guys
understand what it takes."
It
didn' t
appear
that way at halftime Sunday.
Childress' decision to attempt a
5 7-yard field goal on the half's
final play had ended in disaster:
Ryan Longwell's ki ck
was short, and San Diego's
An tonio Cromartie had returned
it I 09 yards for a touchdown, the
longest play in NFL history.

Childress hurled his
headset 15 yards toward the
bench, knowing th e Chargers
shouldn't have lhe lead on a
day his defense would hold
tailback LaDainian Tomlinson
to 2.5 yards per carry and harass
quarterback Phillip Rivers into a
J 9-for-42 afternoon.
The Vikings spent only
a fow minutes in the locker room
before storming back onto the
field.
"It doesn't do any good
to rant and rave," Childress said.
"(The first halQ was in the past
... we were playing pretty good
football, so if you want to come
in and rant and rave, it's going to
be a turnoff"
The Vikings scored
touchdowns on four of their first
six possessions in the second half
and could have had more were
it not for red-zone fumbles by
Taylor in the third quarter and
Peterson in the fourth.
"I think (the second
haIQ determined the rest of our
season right there," receiver
Robert Ferguson said.
"We could have folded,
and if we folded toda)~ the
season would have been down
the drain."
Instead, it entered
historic territory when the
Vikings regained possession
at their JO-yard line \vith I :58
remaining. The game was well
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Adrian Peterson runs to a record breaking 296·yard rushing Sunday.
in hand, Peterson already had
crossed the 200-yard barrier,
after all--and Lewis' NFL record
still stood 37 yards away.
Peterson ,
however,
dashed for 35 yards on the
Vikings' first
play, nearly
scampering
past
Chargers
cornerback Marlon McCree for
what would have been a 90-yard
score.

Instead, he took one
play off and then re-entered to
break the record with a 3-yard
run.
'/\nything is possible,
you know," Peterson said
afterward.
Sure. Just
keeping
churning out those 200-yard
games.
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Directions:
Each row, each column, and each 3x3 box must
contain each and every digit 1-9 exactly once.
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Minor Causes California Devastation
A I 0-ycal'-Old boy
whose
name has ye t to be released b}' case
officials
is reportedly responsible
for stazting the Bucl.·wecd fire in
California. The Buckwecd fire was
one of the several ,,~ldfires being
dealt with by •he state of California in the past month. The fire was
started Oct. 21 and was contained
Oct. 24.
Arson investigators interviewed the bov when it was disCO\'ered that the fire was struted as
a result of his playing '~ith
matches. 'l11e boy said he
started the fire accidentallv
Official.• said that
although the boy's parent,
may be brought up on civil
charges for the damages incurred as a re:;ult of the fire.
the boy "ill most likely not be
brought up on criminal charges.
Is it pos.~ble for this boy not to
have known the consequences of his
actioru' Sure. but that's im:levant to
the fact that he still shouldn't have
Ix-en playing "ith fin:.
"v\lhen someone under 12
sets a fire) his or her actiom arc considered 'pla\ing "ith fire' and not
arson," said Dave Hillm<m. chief
of investigations for the California
Department of f'Orcstr} ;md Fire
Protection, to the Los ~Its Tunrs.
'i\lthough there are cxccptiom to
this distinction, they arc rare."
Approximately 15,000 peo-

pie were forced from their homes a.~
a result of the young boy's "playing"
with matches.
This bov still neeru to be punish1.'CI for the choices he made. The
lire spreading beyond what he anticipated still merits him being brought
up on charges.
~1a}be officials handling this
ca5e recognize the disparities of
age appropriate prosecution across
America and arc making an effort
to not be accused of falling into the

Our View:

fact of color. In a case where a white
14-year-old girl burned dO\\TI her
family's home, the yow1g girl only
received probation as a puni~hment
for her actions. The issue \vith this
sentencing im't nece~sarily the punishment. but the fact that the same •
judge oversaw the proceeG.ings in
the Shaquanda Cotton case.
The same judge also oversaw
a cao;c that involved a 19->car-old
white man convicted of criminally
negligent homicide for killing a 5-1}'Cill'-Old black woman and
her 3 -}'Car-old grandc;on
\\ith his truck.

Race should not be a factor
when sentencing a criminal.

tcnced to probation and
required to send an annual
Christmas card to the vic-

Yes.
Shaquanda Cotton, a 14year-old girl facing seven years in
jail for pushing a hall monitor at her
school; Ci:nar!O\' \\ilson, who"""
com~ctcd of aggravated child molestation for engaging in consensual
oral sex with a 15-}car-old girl "hen
he was 17: and l\farcu~ Dixon, an
18-ycar-old high school sn1dent "ho
was convicted of statutory rape with
a voluntary prutner. are all victims
of unjust interpretations of the la\\:
Ibe diffi.·rencc between thl"t
ca.'(.-s and the arson ca.c;e that this
bov should be facinl.' is the simple
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Do you want to write for The Hilltop?
Coma to our naxt budget meeting
MONDAY@ 7 P.M.
•
WEST TOWERS (Pl AZA LEVEL)

thi~ boy's pun-

ishment does need to coincide 'vith
the idea that his age would constitute
him not ha\ing the mental capacitv
to comprehend his actions. which
caused .uch a major c.~tastrophe.
Howcv1:r, its import<utt to remember not to encourage his criminal
acthil\:
Don't simpl) S\\l"C)> this under the n1g.
'Jbe courts have set a precedent and it needs to be followed
unless the precedent is going to be
recogni1.t-d a.~ wrong ;u1d, therefore,
changc:d in order to incorporate
equalitv of judgment for evcJ]'One.
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Managing Editor

Joshua Thomas
Managing Editor
Janelle Jolley
01nbudsman

In 1978, with great fanfare,
a doctoral program in Romance
Languages '' a.s inaug\•ratcd at
Howard Universitv. In 1981,
l\vo young ;issistant professors of
Spanish in the Department of Romance Languages at Howard University founded the Afro-Hispanic
Institute. One year later, the Institute launched the Afro-1 lispanic
Review, these same young scholars being the editor and managing editor. Howard Univer.oity had
seized the commanding heights in
the field of Afro-Hisp;mi<_ studies.
In I 1187. the H oward University
upper
aclmmi~tration
brought the momentum to a
screeching halt. The upper administration violated the basic
principles of shared governance
by appointing as chair of the Department of Romance Languages
one of their henchmen who was
charged with killing the doctoral
program. In 1987, the onl} one
of the two founders of thl' Afro-

1lispanic Institute and Review
who was still at Howard opted to
gJ\< the .:\fro.. H isp,mic Review ·o
the Univcrsit\ of l\lissouri-Columbia. The upper administration
had hounded and harried him
into taking this step, because thC)
could not accept that a ''foreign
black" would have the nerve to
exercise "leadership for America
and the global community."
fherc is now. throughout the nation in academic and
nonacademic circles al ike, a resurgence of intc1e5t in Afro-I hspanics. E\idencc of this is, for example, the follo\\ing job listing at
Texas A&M, "a tier-one research
institution of 46,000 students."
Assistant Professor J\froHispanic/ Africana Studies, ti e
Department of Hispanic Studies
and the African.a Studies Program at Texas A & l\1 University
invite applicatiom for a tenuretrack joint position, beginning I .JI
200R, in Afro-1 lispanic literature

and cultural studies. Research
field is open.
Candidates must ha,·e ,,
Ph.D. in hand bv August 2008 and
be n•1tive or near •.•1tive speakers
of Spanish and Engli~h. The successful applicant "ill 1each undergraduate and graduate courses
jointly in the Department of Hispanic Studies and the Africana
Studies Program and be willing to
de,·elop courses equalh for both.
The c,1ndidate selected \\ill be
required to publish regularly in
refereed journals and prnses both
nationall) and internationalh
As the rest of the academic
world is manifesting intense interest in Afro-Hispanics, Howard Universil) is doing its best to
stamp out the ember.; of its AfmHispanic studies program.
This represents an unconscionable betrayal of Afro-Hispanics.
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Young Couples Base Relationships on
'Commitment, Communication' Not Age
BY NICOLE EDWARDS
Contributing Writer

BY DANIELLE KWATENG
Life &Style Editor
Dear Howard,
The whole world just seems
to be going in a bad place. 11aybe I
should stop watching TV for a week
and I'd feel more optimistic, but nothing is looking too good. Oprah \i\'infrey, the media queen herself, couldn't
even stop "the world" from entering
her safe haven for young girls.
It must be a ne1ve racking
thing to have a child these days. Parents have many things to worry about
in the present and ilistant future. If it
isn't the child getting into trouble, it's
the trouble trying to get them. The
television is a constant reminder of all
the dangers out there.
You really have to wonder if
it's the world getting worse or parents
getting worse. \Vho's to blame when,
according to the Associated Press, a
fire that consumed more than 38,000
acres, destroyed 21 homes and killed
14 people was ignited by a kid playing
''~th matches?
It's either the parents fault
or society's for not setting good examples.
In a lapse of judgment, I
watched the "Real House,vives of
Orange County" last week. I sat in
amazement at how a 21-ycar-old
daughter of a "housewife" freeloaded
in her mother·s million dollar condo
and cried profusely about being pressured to go to college. It's obvious in
those situations the parents ob\~ously
never used the word "no," leading
their kids to becoming lazy parasites.
sucking up their money.
I think one of the most difficult tasks is trying to raise a good child
(emphasis on the good). I don't plan
on having any in the near future, but
when tvtr. Knight-in-Shining-Armor
and I settle down, it's definite!\' somcLhing to consider. Although l plan to
be a little strict, i don't want to hold on
so Light that they rebel.
Furthermore, it really scares
me for young. single teen mothers who
may not have the time to properly
raise their kids. fur many children, the
evil temptations lie right outside their
door, which they need mother and father figures to protect 1hcm from.
Besides unfit and uneven
parenting, another issue plaguing the
counlr)· is global warming. Fbr some
reason it's now become more popular
to talk about environmentalism, but
when I was young we had whole days
devoted to i,>aining knowledge it. They
told us to recycle, turn off the lights
when you leave and ride your bike
instead of asking for a car ride. Back
then it seemed simple. but now we're
so in a rush to get who knows where
the "living green" has no meaning.
The point of all of this is
to say we can't just sit back and wonder why the world sucks. '\Ve have to
change 1hings in our own spaces to
make it better.
Yeah, many of us aren't parents yet, but set a good example now
so you don't have anything to hide
from your kids in the foturc.
\ Vorried about the world's
atmosphere causing a greenhouse effect? Don't drive everywhere; you can
get to a lot of places \\~th two feet.
It's not that we have to do
some extraordinary accomplishment
to prove something to future generations, but if we're going to worry about
them we might as well do are part to
subdue the situation.
-Dani K.
Anything to add or criticize
me about? \Veil, I don't care ... just kidiling! E-mail me at lifcandstylc2007@
gmail.com

,

married in the first place.
''l\ lot of my family and friends
think that this is a marriage of convenience," \Villiams said. "l'm tired of explaining to them that this is not the case.
I fell in love 'vith my husband before Anthony [her son] was born. Marriage was
always the next step for us. \-Ve already

couple. r believe that as long as the two
people in the relationship arc willing to
work at it then the relationship will last
for a lif~timc. You can be 18, 45 or 99
years old. It all depends on the couple."
She explains that she knows it
is not going to be easy, but she is prepared for it.

For many people marriage is
a serious step. More and more, people
in their twenties and younger are taking
that big leap as a sign of their devotion
to their companion.
These circumstances have
caused many to feel that the value and
gravity of marriage has decrease.cl over
the years. Especially \~th shows like
MTV's "Engaged and Underage" promoting underage marriage, several people are targeting young marriages as the
cause of increasing divorce rates.
In the United States, a couple
at the age of 18 can marry '~thout parental consent. Only in Nebraska and
Mississippi are the standards set at higher ages, 19 and 21, respectively. In D.C.
you need parental consent if you arc under 18 and anyone below 16-years-old is
not allowed lo marry.
Lindsey \ Villiams-Garrison is a
23-year-old senior health management
major. She got manied to senior architecture major, Devon Garrison, 23, this
M.100 Hinnant • l<RT
past May in California. She says that' Ahmahtslyah ben Rahm and Daniellah eshet Ahmahtslyah ben Rahm of Dimona, Israel
her husband i~ the greatest gift God has complete their wedding ceremony with a kiss. In Israel, marrying young is not a taboo.
given her, and she doesn't regret making
the decision to marry.
Elise Jackson, Joyelle's mother,
planned to walk down the aisle, but we
Many people have told her decided to wait until after the delivery."
has been married for 25 years to her
that she was too young to get married,
Joyelle Jackson, a 20-ycar-old husband, but she says that she is worried
but she decided to draw her own con- junior biology major from New J ersey, for her daughter.
clusions.
"I know that she is a responsirecently got engaged last year to her
''You can be a 35-year-old boyfriend of five years.
ble, young woman who can take care of
Christian woman who has been ilivorced
She has been maintaining a herself, but she doesn't realize the misthree times, and people '~II still think long distance relationship '~th her boy- take she will be making," Elise Jackson
that she -is more likely to have a suc- friend for the past two years because she said. ''Young girls think at this age that
cessful marriage than a person in their decided to transfer to Howard Univer- they have met the man of their dreams,
twenties," \-Villiams said. ''I think society sity. She plans to have the wedding next but that is because they haven't met anyis foolish. Marriage should be based on summer in New Jersey.
one else or seen the other opportunities
commitment and communication."
"Of course I have things that out there for themselves. They are swept
She is dealing with the tribula- l don't like about him and flaws I see up in a fantasy world. I just want what's
tions of juggling a new husband and a in him but that are not great enough to best for my daughter and this is not it."
child. She says that she got married after worry me," Jackson said. "I am confiGina Mullaly, a certified marthe birth of their son. Some people close dent that we can make it as a married riage counselor in \'Vashington, D.C.,
to her questioned the reason they got

Interpret Your Dreams
BY SIMONE PRINGLE
Staff Writer
Many students might not remember them, but everyone dreams.
Dreams can be reflective of one's own
life, a prciliction of what's to come or an
indicator of unsolved issues.
Historical figures such as former President Abraham Lincoln, author
Mary Shelley and Carl Jung an.: kno" n
for having dreams play a significant role
in tl1eir life. Lincoln foresaw his own
death in a dream.
Phyllis Pricer, president and
owner of Multiple Pathways Inc., a psychic and spiritual healing center, said
that traumatic dreams, such as ones
that portray death, generally mean that
the person is under tremendous inner
stress.
''Your own fears arc chasing
you. You 're not addressing what is bothering you," she said. "\Ve're not facing
up to something. \Ve arc our own enemy.
It's usually deals \~th denial of actions,
iisky chances we know we shouldn't
have taken. Falling dreains are falling
from your moral guidance. Dreams of
being naked means you feel exposed
and vulnerable, perhaps about a secret
or something you've done."
Junior broadcast journalism
major Rashon Forrest said she seldom
has traumatic dreams now, but one particular nightmare from her childhood
sticks out in her mind.
''l\bout 12 years ago, a friend
of mine, who was a little younger than
I, was raped and murdered and that really affected me. l had a very hard time
sleeping and very frequently slept in the

says that she believes that there is no best
age to get manied. She believes that it is
all about what works for that couple.
"A marriage is about respect,
undcrstaniling, commitment and most
importantly, the willingness Lo compromise," Mullaly said. "It is not about being selfish and getting what you want all
the time. You have to consider what is
best for your family. Another important
factor is that you must love yourself before you decide to get involved in a marriage or even a relationship for that matter. If you don't love yourself than you
will put your happiness on that other
person, so when they are not around or
they decide to get a divorce your entire
identity is gone with them. You still have
to be your own person \vithin a marriage."
She added that she disapproves
of people getting married for the wrong
reasons, regardless of their age. ''l\ marriage has to have the right ingredients to
make the recipe work," she said.
,
Freshman political ~cience
major Christopher Smith, said that he
was going to propose to his high school
girlfriend four months ago but had a
change of mind. He said that his father
had a "man to man" talk '~th him and
that is when he realized he was making
the a big mistake
"I thought I was ready to take
that step, but I really wasn't mature
enough yet. I ilidn't realize the responsibilities that came along \~th marriage,"
Smith said. "I'm not ready to give that
much of myself up. \\'ho knows who I
'~II meet in the next five years? I have
my entire life ahead of me to make big
decisions like that. Fbr right now I am
going to enjoy my time as a young adult
and college student."
Smith is still dating his girlfriend, and they are just taking it slow.
He said that he will be waiting until
he reaches his thirties to consider marriage.

By Evaluating Your Life

bed \~th my mother," Forrest said.
Forrest said that she remembers her dreams often, almost every
night.
"The last drean1 I had that I
remember was about a few weeks ago. It
was about me spending time '~th each
guy that I find attractive at the presem
time and having to decide on what guy
would be more compatible \~th me in
1he long run," l•b1-rest said. "The decision was based on how well we connected ai1d \\'ho could I actually learn from
and him learn from me and who could
I have many intellectual conversations.
[It wa~ also about] who liked me for me.
Basically [it focused on] who 1 was attracted to, not just on a physical level but
spiritually and mental as well."
Paul Jackson, senior marketing
major, who said he has never had a typical nightmare, said he dreams almost
ever} night.
"I ha,·e dreams about success and the thini,JS I'm really ambitious
about doing or things that I watched
or TV the night before," he said. "The
only traumatic dream l remember having was that I was falling, but I woke up
before I hit the ground."
Sophomore pS)Chology major
Kira Bascombe said she doesn't remember her dreams that often but when she
docs, the details arc specific.
She said, "[The last dream I
remember happcncd] two nights ago. I
could tell you exactly where I was, what
happened, everything."
Bascombe, like Forrest, ran:ly
has traumatic dreams now.
"I only remember one nightmare that really stuck to me. I was in a
fiery place,'" Bascombe said. "I wasn't

getting burned, but I saw this bright to have nightmares. You're drean1s are
white light coming closer to me and it your own best critic."
was a cross. Everything around the cross
Pricer also said to pay attenwas burning, but not the cross. I was tion to foreshadO\~ng dreams.
young. The fire part confused me."
"Precognitive dreams are sent
Students have their own ways to us for a reason. Sometimes they arc
of recovering from traumatic dreams.
sent to help us change the order of our
Bascombe
said, ''.i\s a child, I
would tell my mom
becau~e she really believed in the meaning
of dreams. But if the
dream was really bad,
I would '~atch cartoons to get my mind
off the nightmare."
Fbrrest uses
her faith to comfort
herself.
"I wake up
from the dream and
rebuke it three times
in the name of the
Father, the Son, and
file Photo
the Holy Ghost," she People commonly dream about issues, concerns, goals and
said.
desires. In order to avoid nightmares, it is best to confront
Jackson said plaguing issues you may be having.
he did not have trouble
falling back to sleep
after having his dream about falling.
lives," she said.
To avoid nightmares and trauJackson said that he doesn't
matic dreams, Pricer said that students feel dream interpretation is as helpful as
might want to examine plaguing issues it claims to be.
"I once read a book about
in their lives.
''Nightmares usually reflect dreams in Barnes and Noble, but it
subconscious fears that we are not ad- didn't give me any clarity," he said. "It
dressing during the day. Dreams bring was trying to associate colors \~th cljlferout issues of relationships," she said. ent feelings and that wasn't what I was
"Stresses of the day, feeling insecure, feeling."
Multiple Pathways is located
feeling unsure of yourself can be reflected in your dreams. Eating a meal at 35 Michigan Avenue m Northeast
that stresses your stomach can cause you \Vashington, D.C.

Slurp Up Some Intensity From a New Kind of Chocolate Bar
BY STACEY HOLLENBECK
McClatchy-Tribune (MCT)
Move over \'Villy \'Vonka, Lava Chocolate
has created a novel candy bar that's wooing chocolate lovers.
The Lava Bar, the world's first pre-melted
chocolate bar, is a liquid version of gourmet chocolate.
While to some the melted confection may
have the appeal of a Hershey's bar left on a dashboard, others are slurping it up.
The bar, which is actually 2.5 ounces of
molten chocolate, operates like fondue in a pouch.

Although you may prefer to drip the sweet
syrup into your moutl1, it can also be added to milkshakes, poured over ice cream or served over fresh
fruit.
The Lava Bar was named best new product by Convenience Store News in 2006 and received
the Teen People Trendspottcrs grand prize for the Best
Overall Candy Product. It appeared in VIP gift bags
at the American Music Awards, and all Emmy nominees went home \vith a sample.
According to Lava Chocolate, the Lava Bar
($ l .99) will soon appear on shelves at supermarkets
and convenience stores across the country.
Until then, it can be purchased at www.
lava-bar.com.
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